Welcome to the Sandia Mountain Ranch Neighborhood Association (SMRNA) HOME PAGE

Sandia Mountain Ranch (SMR) Neighborhood is located in the East Mountain Area of far Eastern Bernalillo County about one mile south of old Highway 66 (click here for directions and maps to the SMR neighborhood). The SMR neighborhood is composed of 118 properties, ranging in size from 2-9 acres (a few lots have been combined to create bigger properties). The restrictive covenants list the requirements for developing all the property within Sandia Mountain Ranch (click here to access the available SMR and SMRNA documents).

The purpose of this web site is to provide a focal point for all the relevant information regarding the Sandia Mountain Ranch Neighborhood (SMR) and its Association (SMRNA). The various tabs across the top and the special links on the right provide a treasure trove of information.

We hope that as you explore the SMRNA web site, you will discover who we are and what our neighborhood has to offer. If you have any questions please feel free to contact us. The Volunteers link above will take you to a listing of the Volunteers of SMRNA.

There is also a Mobile web site to use from mobile devices like smart phones and PDAs. You can access this portion of the web site by going to http://SMRNA.org/mobile. This web site area is especially made for any device with a small web browser screen.

If you ever have any problems with the web site, or have suggestions or changes, or have additions you would like to see added to the web site, please feel free to contact the Webmaster via e-mail at Webmaster@SMRNA.org.

The Above Text Last Changed on: January 26, 2018 - 18:06 GMT
5/26/19 - NEWSLETTER SECTION UPDATED - Check out all the newsletters, our web site has links to a lot of the different East Mountain related newsletters, please check the Newsletter tab in the top row of tabs (access is restricted). The newsletter links highlighted in red bold type are new since the last update.

5/22/19 - Revised SMRNA Bylaws are available.

5/22/19 - SMRNA 5/22/19 Annual Meeting Minutes and Officer Selections—see News section of Financials web page (access is restricted).

5/16/19 - Last Month’s SMRNA Financials are available (access is restricted).

6/1/17 - CAREHOOD INFORMATION - Carehood description for SMR residents (access is restricted). Link to general Carehood web site.

6/27/14 - Notes on issues making SMR a Gated Community (access is restricted).

1/11/12 - Bernalillo County Redistricting Map (Adopted 12/13/11) is available.

"News" heading on the right side of most SMRNA web pages, and load a window with a summary of all the current News from all the SMRNA web pages.

The information on this web page last changed on: Jan 26, 2018